
Abreu Carga Chooses BluJay Solutions as its 
Core Technology Platform for Transportation 
and Warehouse Management in the Cloud 

Leading transport and logistics services provider in Portugal partners with BluJay to 
meet complex market requirements with platform for growth 

Manchester, UK – October 4, 2018 – BluJay Solutions, a leading provider of supply chain 
software and services powered by the world’s first Global Trade Network, today announced 
that logistics services provider (LSP) Abreu Carga has selected BluJay’s Transportation and 
Warehouse Management software as its platform to plan and execute all transportation moves 
across all modalities and lanes. Abreu Carga is the market-leading air freight services provider 
in Portugal, offering transportation and logistics services for customers by air, ocean, and road 
– along with warehousing operations.  
  
Abreu Carga selected BluJay’s platform for the ability to plan and execute transportation 
moves across all modalities in a single solution. In addition, BluJay’s integrated Warehouse 
Management (WMS) and cross-docking functionality, along with an integrated mobility 
application and Control Tower, were important for Abreu Carga in providing complete end-to-
end planning, execution and visibility for its supply chain.   
  
“BluJay Solutions was the right partner for Abreu Carga, offering a cloud-based platform that 
enables us to grow by offering more personalised services to customers in an increasingly 
complex market, with a lower cost-to-serve,” said Nuno Fonseca, Managing Director for Abreu 
Carga. “With BluJay’s SaaS solution, we have a single TMS and WMS to manage and improve 
our core business processes across all branches and geographies, with an integrated mobility 
platform that adds real-time efficiency.” 
  
“The fit to current and future requirements, along with continuous improvement from BluJay 
through its investment in product innovation offers us a lower cost of ownership. BluJay’s 
implementation model was also attractive as we were looking for a partner that engages and 
invests in its own resources for the deployment,” added Tiago Silvestre, CIO at Abreu Carga.  
  
“We’re pleased to partner with Abreu Carga to provide a solution to manage their critical LSP 
requirements across the entire operation and most importantly, a platform with the flexibility 
and innovation to support their growth into the future,” said Mohit Paul, Senior Vice President, 
Sales EMEA for BluJay Solutions. 
  

 

http://www.blujaysolutions.com/
http://www.blujaysolutions.com/solutions/
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